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Appendices to Chapter 1 – Origen and Name 

Koi Culture by Servaas de Kock and Ronnie Watt 

 
 

Appendix 3 

Koshida, Shuho. 1931. Fish farming as side-business for farmers. Niigata Farmers Association. Japan. p. 

120 [in Japanese] pp. 98-117. Original translation by Naoko Mizoguchi, 2007. Edited by Servaas de Kock 

and Ronnie Watt. 

(This document is regarded as the first instruction manual for the culture of Nishikigoi. Mr Koshida was a scientist 

or technician and had a clear command of the more scientific aspects of fish culture. The author’s name秀包 has 

two pronunciations. Based on two other references of published scientific work by Mr. Koshida, his first name is 

Shuho and not Hidekane as quoted elsewhere. The editors do not in any way comment on the content and tried to 

maintain the vernacular. This is a historical document and the reader should keep that in mind. This document also 

surprisingly reveals the advanced extent of Japanese scientific knowledge of the subject at that time.  Comments by 

the translator are in [square brackets] or as endnotes. The Editors are in debt to the Translator for the 

extraordinary effort in making this document accessible to a wider public. She even used her mother and friends of 

an older generation to clarify some archaic Japanese terms. SdK & RW) 

1. Development 
The main production area of Irogoi, including Koshi-gun-higashiyama village, Oota village, Takezawa 

village, Higashitakezawa village, and Taneuhara village1, are collectively known as the ancient 

Yamakoshi Nijuusongou [20 Villages]. It spreads all the way to Nagaoka-city that is at the east end of the 

Nijuusongou, and it is a mountain village of the size of 5 to 7 ri2 [19,635m to 27,489m]. 

From ancient times, the village developed amongst the mountain forests and gorges. It has limited flat 

surface and is not suitable for residence. It lacks in agricultural fields but from the top of the mountain to 

the foot, every bit of sloped surface is cultivated. The big and small rice paddies are strung in the manner 

of a staircase. For irrigation, small quantities of spring water at the mountain top are gathered. This is 

supplemented with water from melting snow in spring time. After the water has been gathered, it will rise 

in temperature but when used for irrigation it becomes super-cooled, which makes it unsuitable for rice 

farming. The village people therefore individually or collectively built dams as reservoirs to feed their 

rice paddies. This resulted in the presence of different sized and shaped dams everywhere in the village. 

The mountain village is not serviced with transportation and the village people could not obtain fish 

which is a favourite meal. The people with access to dams later started to farm magoi [river carp], higoi 

[red carp], and other kawarigoi [changed carp]. At first they raised carp as a food source but later as 
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ornamental fish. Sometime later they became fascinated by the appearances of the carp, and step by step, 

relying on research and experiment, developed the carp as prized ornamental fish. 

There is no accurate record for the origin of carp farming, but according to legend, such farming was 

already practiced in the first year of Tenmei [150 years ago from now; 1781-1788]. At that time, the 

region suffered a serious drought which dried up the farm ponds. The carp fish were therefore transferred 

to the pond at the Senryu shrine in Shiodani in Higashiyama village and the Juuni shrine at Komatsukura 

in Higashitakezawa village3. 

During the times of Bunka and Bunsei [1804-1830], higoi and white carp [Shiromuji4] were farmed along 

with magoi [black]. The crossbreeding of higoi and white carp resulted in those that had a red pattern on 

the sides with a white base, or the ones that had red only on their opercula [so-called hoaka [頬 = cheeks 

赤 = red]]5. In the time of Tempou [1830-1843], the carp were further refined. Zukinkaburi [with red on 

half of the head6], menkaburi [all of the head was red7], and kuchibeni [red around the mouth8] were bred. 

After further research, the sarasa [red markings on the back of white carp9] were produced. 

Irogoi became very popular in Meiji 7-8 [1874-1875], and farming [of Irogoi] increased tremendously. 

The carp became expensive collector items. The prefecture considered it to be a speculative business and 

prohibited futher farming which bankrupted the dealers. The dealers joined forces and petitioned for the 

lifting of the ban which was granted for short periods of time. At that time, there was already marketing 

of Kohaku, Asagi, and Ki-Utsuri of which many were sold to Etsuchu10, Hida11, Shinano12, and Echizen13. 

The control by the prefecture resulted in the periodic decline of farming of Irogoi and this continued until 

the year of Taisho [1912]. 

The Taisho Exposition was staged in Tokyo in the 3rd year of Taishou [1914]. The dealers from the main 

production villages of Higashiyama and Takezawa co-operated to display 23 different kinds of Irogoi. 

[For their effort], they received the 2nd prize [silver], and after the exposition 8 of the carp were gifted to 

the prince who was very pleased with the gift. Afterwards carp farming in Nijuusongou [20 villages] 

flourished for a while. 

The display of Irogoi at the exposition was far more successful than was anticipated. In the next year, the 

4th year [of Taisho], carp businesses started up in Kyoto and the trade grew vigorous which resulted in a 

jump in market prices. There was no doubt that ornamental Irogoi had a bright future and that it could be 

a profitable business. Research was stepped up, specifically to produce more varieties. In the 6th year of 

Taisho [1917], excellent quality Kohaku-goi were bred by Kunimatsu Hiroi of Higashiyama village, and 

Taroukichi Hoshino and Asakura Takano of Takezawa village14. By coincidence in the 8th year of Taisho 
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[1919], Mr. Urae15 of Muikaichi village produced Sanke-goi that had very bright color, and this was 

named as Taisho Sanke. It was in the 10th year of Taisho [1921], that Eisaburou Hoshino16 of Takezawa 

village produced the precursor of Ki-utsuri [semi-fixed Ki-Utsuri]. 

Fifty collector-quality carp were put on display in the 13th year of Taisho [1924] by the villages of 

Higashiyama, Takezawa village, and Oota at the memorial exposition in Kotyo that was staged for the 

emperor’s anniversary. In another display, Kohaku, Sanke, Ki-Utsuri, Shiro Utsuri were exhibited at the 

Tokyo part-time business exhibition in the 14th year of Taisho [1925]. All of this contributed to the fame 

of [Irogoi]. Five carp - Kohaku, Ki-Utsuri, Shiro-Utsuri, Taisho Sanke, and Ginbo - were dedicated by 

Kazuo Minemura17 of Oota village to Prince Seshounomiya [?] in the 15th year of Taisho [1926]. The 

prince delighted in the gift. Subsequently, [Irogoi] were put on display at several expositions and 

exhibitions where they attracted public attention. As ornamental fish for garden ponds, they surpassed 

gold fish. There were even attempts to export the fish to the USA and some specimens were sent there as 

sample fish18. The drawback of keeping [Irogoi] in a home aquarium was that the fish tended to jump out. 

The traits of Kohaku, Ki-Utsuri, Shiro-Utsuri, and Taisho Sanke were fixed during the Taisho-era. The 

Showa-era followed the Taisho-era and during that time the rare varieties of Showa Sanke and Kinporai 

were occasionally bred. The prospects for [Irigoi] farming were promising. 

2. Main production area 
The main production area of Irogoi is Yamakoshi Nijuusongou [Yamakoshi 20 villages], and its villages 

of Koshigun-higashiyama, Takezawa, Higashitakezawa, Oota, and Tanasuhara as well as the neighboring 

towns and villages in the same county, including Kamigumi, and Muikaichi. It extends to Tochio, 

Kawaguchi, and Hiroselage in Kitauonuma county, and Kamita in Minamiuonuma county. Farming of 

Irogoi is a part-time business for the 12,000 farmers in this region. Including edible carp, the yearly 

production value is 100,000 yen19. In Koyuri, Kosudo district in Nakaurahara county, [Irigoi] production 

is complimented with the growing of tulips and peonies. Smaller production areas include [?] town and 

Kashizaki in Nakaurahara county. 

These fish farmers are very fond of their [Irogoi], and give them great care throughout the year. Their 

breeding of fine quality carp can be compared to the way an artist creates an artwork. They even name 

their fully-grown carp with names such as Date Sakura, Minogaki, and Anken20 as expression of their 

affection. [Note the reference to fish and carp must be Irogoi.] 

 

3. The kinds of Irogoi [色=color; 鯉=carp] 
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Irogoi is a generic term for “moyogoi” [模様 = pattern] and “kawarigoi” [変り = changed koi], which are 

variants of magoi [眞 = true; 鯉 = carp, bluish black or brownish black coloured]. They have attractive 

and colourful patterns like gold fish but their body shape and behavior are more like that of magoi. 

 

The varieties of Irogoi are infinite. It took many years of trial and error for the carp lovers in Nijuusongou 

[20 Villages] to produce these fish. The breeding of some like that of [?21] has become fixed. By cross-

breeding to produce rare variants, as well as mutation and hybridisation, many fish emerged as first 

generation [F1] variants22. Some of these defy Mendel’s Law23. The varieties that were not fixed through 

breeding, lost their appearance as the colours changed under the skin and they took on the look of new 

varieties. Breeding remained a chaotic affair. 

The varieties currently being farmed as ornamental fish include Kohaku, Taisho Sanke, Showa Sanke, 

Kinporai, Shiro-Utsuri, and Ki-Utsuri. The Kohaku and Taisho Sanke are the most popular varieties. 

1. 紅白 Kohaku also called Sarasa24. 

It has a red pattern on a white base. The colour is very rich and the pattern is vivid. It has a 

gracefulness appearance that is difficult to describe. 

2. 三毛 Sanke also called Sanshoku25. 

It has black and red markings on a white or light-yellow base. Sometimes the red pattern is missing. 

Others have small black markings all over their body, making them appear to have [hair]. Note: This is 

the original tri-colour fish. 

3. 大正三毛 Taisho Sanke [大正 = Taisho, Japanese year -1912-1926]. 

It has a similar appearance to that of Sankegoi, but the original Sanke’s base colour is not pure white 

and both the black and red markings are not so vivid. By comparison, Taisho Sanke has a pure white 

colour base, and its black is like that of lacquer. It‘s red is vivid. The white, red, and black areas make 

a striking impression. Another feature is that the fins have stripes. 

4. 黄寫 Ki-Utsuri [黄 = yellow; 寫 = copy]. Also written as 黄移[黄 = yellow; 移 = move]. 

It has a pattern of yellow markings on a black base. Others show a black pattern on a yellow base. The 

pattern is fixed in some but those with their origin in black carp change their colours as they grow. 

5. 白寫 Shiro Utsuri [白 = white; 寫 = copy]. Also written as 白移 [白 = white; 移 = move]. 
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It has a white pattern on a black base but others have a black pattern on a white base. 

6. 昭和三毛 Showa Sanke [昭和 = Showa, Japanese year 1926-1989]. 

This is a Shiro Utsuri with a red pattern. This rare variety made its appearance in the 2nd year of 

Showa [1927], and it has not yet been fixed through breeding. It was crossbred by mr. Hoshino of 

Takesawa village26. Not many of these can be found. 

7. 金寶来 Kinporai [金 = gold; 寶 = treasure; 来 = come]. 

This is a cross-breeding of Doitsu-goi [German carp] and Ginbo, covered by Kinrin27. It is a new 

variety produced by mr. Kazuo of Oota village, and its odd appearance makes it an excellent 

ornamental fish28. 

8. 浅黄 Asagi [浅 = light; 黄 = yellow]. 

The whole body is light yellow. It is divided into four varieties: Konjo [紺 = Navy, 上 = upward], 

Narumi29, Usu-iro [= light colour], and Sora-iro [= sky colour]. The most prized ones have a red 

pattern on their heads, mouths, both cheeks, bellies, and fins. 

9. 鼈甲 Bekko [tortoise shell]. Also written as 別光 Bekko [別 = different; 光 = light]. 

Bekko is bred out of the two kinds of Sanke. There are three variations: Aka-Bekko [red-Bekko], 

Shiro-Bekko [white-Bekko], and Ki-Bekko [yellow-Bekko]. Aka-Bekko has a black pattern on its red 

body, Shiro-Bekko has a black pattern on its white body, and Ki-Bekko has a black pattern on its 

yellow body. 

10. 緋鯉 Higoi [緋 = red; 鯉 = carp]. 

Usually the whole body is red, but those that have red all the way to the lower abdomen and fins are 

considered to be of excellent quality. 

11. 白鯉 Shiromuji [白 = white; 鯉 = carp] 

The whole body is white. The ones that do not have even a single dot of another colour are deemed to 

be of excellent quality. It is an edible carp, especially when prepared as Sashimi [sliced raw fish]. 

12. 銀棒 Ginbo [銀 = silver; 棒 = stick]. Also called 阿部鯉 Abe-goi. 

The whole body is black with silver on the anterior beyond the dorsal fin and both sides. It is named 

after Mr. Kei Abe who was an engineer at the [Inland] Fishery Experimental Laboratory30 who 

supported the breeders and business people. 
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13. 鰓銀 Agin [鰓 = gill; 銀 = silver]. 

The whole body is black with silver below the gills. 

14. 黄鯉 Kigoi [黄 = yellow; 鯉 = carp]. 

The whole body is yellow. The yellow has the hue of ginkgo leaves. Those with a golden shine are 

considered to be of excellent quality. 

15. 変化鯉 Bakemono [変化 = change, Bakemono means “monster” or “ghost”]. 

This is bred out of Asagi-goi. It is a hybrid of Shiromuji and navy-coloured carp. The body is white 

with black around the eyes, mouth, and the tip of fins. 1-2 year old fish have a white and black pattern, 

but during growth they may turn into white carp, black carp, or even change into Shiro Utsuri. The 

presence of red makes it especially beautiful. 

16. 金鱗 Kinrin [金 = gold; 鱗 = scale]. 

This variety is produced out of many kinds [of carp]. Golden scales are spread upon a red, white, or 

black body. Depending on the base colour of the body, they are called red Kinrin, white Ginrin, or 

black Ginrin. 

17. 金櫻 Kinzakura [金 = gold; 櫻 = cherry blossom], 銀櫻 Ginzakura [銀 = silver; 櫻 = cherry 

blossom]. 

This variety is also produced out of many kinds [of carp], but mostly comes out of Kohaku. It has a 

golden or silver shine all over the body. The ones with shine on a red body are called Kinzakura, and 

those with shine on a white body are Ginzakura. 

Other quite elegant names based on colour and pattern, have also been assigned to the varieties already 

mentioned. In Kohaku-goi we have Gotenzakura [御殿 = mansion; 櫻 = cherry blossom], Kinzakura [金 

= gold; 櫻 = cherry blossom], Hatsubotan [初牡丹 = first peony], Hi [緋 = red], Shutengu [朱 = Chinese 

red; 天狗 = long-nosed goblin], Hinokabuto [緋の兜 = red armour], and Unryuu [雲 = cloud; 龍 = 

dragon]. In Sanke-goi, some are named Tatsutagawa [龍田川 = Tatsuta river]. 

If we group the varieties by colour and pattern, we can discern as follows: 

Red carp group – Higoi, Kohaku, Kinzakura,  Ginzakura, Sanke, Taisho Sanke, Bekko, Shiromuji. 

Black carp group - Asagi, Ki-Utsuri, Shiro Utsuri, Ginbo, Agin, Kinkoi, Showa Sanke, Bakemono, 

Kinpourai. 
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It is said that the colour of fish is determined by two chromatophores (melanophores and xanthophores), 

and erythrophores with their guanine crystals. The colour change (density or fading of colour) is caused 

by hereditary characteristics (dominance, recessive, strong, or weak) in the body tissue of these 

chromatophores. Occurrence, fading, and reappearance of pigment start from a specific point, and it 

spreads out from there in one direction. Research shows that colour patterns (markings or spots) are 

generated secondary. Enough research has not yet been done to know why different degrees of fading 

occur on individual bodies. One theory holds that when increased blood circulation is triggered especially 

on the skin, it would cause a breakdown of pigment resulting in the disappearance of colour, or result in 

the reappearance of the pigment. 

Several research projects have focused on colour and notably by Mr. Matsui, a scientist at the National 

Fishery Experimental Laboratory, Toyohashi City. Dr. Fukui at the Niigata medical college has been 

researching Irogoi and gold fish. The scientific research into the appearance and density of colour, 

improving breeding and creating new varieties have been challenging. Dr. Amamiya and Dr. Nagamori at 

the Tokyo Teikoku University are setting up an Irogoi research institution at Nijuusongou [20 Villages] 

during this Spring. The research will hopefully lead to control of the natural fading of colours, and insight 

into how to create tones of colour. 

Ki-Utsuri and Showa Sanke in the black carp group undergo less change in colour with only the white 

turning red or yellow, and yellow turning red. As these varieties grow, their colours become more vivid 

and beautiful. On the other hand, Kohaku, Sanke, and Taisho Sanke in the red carp group change their 

colours as they grow. In the worst cases, they turn into ”black sweet fish”31 or could assume the 

appearance of Sanke. Regardless of the variety, those with rich and vivid colours, and graceful patterns 

are considered to be exemplary. 

4. How to raise carp/Irogoi 
Generally speaking, the way of raising Irogoi32 is not much different to that of carp farming. Because of 

the geographical features of Nijuusongou [20 Villages], the farmers mainly use irrigation dams and rice 

paddies for this purpose. 

>>>>>  snip 

Full 13 pages of this document will be in the published version. 
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End notes by the translator and us. 
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